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Ir Ricky Lau
Permanent Secretary for Development (Works)

Development Bureau

Hong Kong has successfully developed from a small fishing village to Asia’s world city attributed to the great efforts from 
construction professionals in the past century. The construction industry has long played critical roles in the economic 
development of Hong Kong and will be essential to the post-pandemic economic revival.
 
With continuous investment from the Government and the industry, Hong Kong will experience a massive increase in the 
number and size of capital works projects over the next 10 to 30 years. The annual total construction output will increase 
to around $300 billion in the next few years with several major construction projects in the pipeline including the Lantau 
Tomorrow Vision, public housing, hospital development plan, transport infrastructure, Lok Ma Chau Loop development and 
the Northern Metropolis. With opportunities come challenges in respect of construction cost, productivity, quality, safety, and 
sustainability.

Foreword

A New Era for Construction Professionals

“The construction industry is 
undoubtedly entering a new era
with unbounded opportunities.

As young professionals,
get prepared for

catching the next wave.”

Spearheaded by the Development Bureau and industry 
stakeholders, Construction 2.0 has set the platform for industry 
reform advocating “Innovation”, “Professionalisation” and 
“Revitalisation” to drive productivity and efficiency, and enhance 
the project delivery outcome. We are progressing at pace.

The industry is changing. We expect young energetic 
professionals will soon take over the torch. We are also seeing a 
more diverse work force and observing an increasing proportion 
of female professionals than before. With these advantages, the 
industry is changing from labour-intensive to more talent-driven, 
with a bigger appetite for smart technology and digitisation. This 
will enable us to tackle challenges in a more innovative manner.

Innovation is one of the keys to success. We need to embrace and adopt innovative technologies and digitisation in 
construction such as Robotic, IoT, Digital Twin etc., while further extending the use of MiC and BIM to enhance quality, 
improve safety and productivity.

Our country, China, aims to achieve peak CO2 emissions before 2030 and carbon neutrality before 2060. Hong Kong is to 
achieve carbon neutrality before 2050 and will pursue interim decarbonisation targets to reduce its carbon emission by 50% 
before 2035. In taking forward this vast amount of construction in Hong Kong, the Government will set out more proactive 
strategies and measures on reducing carbon emission to attain carbon neutrality by integrating smart, green and resilient 
initiatives into the built environment.

When we look at the wider perspective, we can find a lot of opportunities outside Hong Kong. We can learn from the 
“Infrastructure Master” and cooperate with our counterparts in the Greater Bay Area, including innovations and new 
technologies in construction, leading development of Hong Kong and nearby regions, and taking the chance to serve our 
country.

Let’s get ready to seize the prosperous opportunities of the forthcoming future and join hands to build a better and 
sustainable Hong Kong, our home.

The future is in your hands.
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Despite Hong Kong facing some hiccups in the past two years, including the social unrests and COVID-19, 
the society has gradually restored to normality. The Chief Executive announced in the 2021 Policy Address 
that the Government is determined and committed to continued investment in infrastructure to enhance 
Hong Kong’s competitiveness and stimulate the economy in response to the impact of the epidemic.

The total annual construction output of the whole industry, with both public and private sectors, is about 
$230 billion in 2020-21, equivalent to about 9% of Hong Kong GDP. The daily output is approximately
$630 million per day, equivalent to building two new schools every day. With the progressive implementation 
of projects in the pipeline, it is forecast that annual expenditure will increase beyond $300 billion in the 
coming few years.

Background and Objectives

A talent-driven & diverse industry

Seminar for Young Construction Professionals

Officiated by the Permanent Secretary for Development (Works), the Seminar for Young Construction 
Professionals (the Seminar) was held on 1 December 2021, with the theme “Catching the Next Wave”. The 
Seminar brought together about 200 young construction professionals and stakeholders in the construction 
industry including major public organisations, professional institutions, industry associations, consultants and 
contractors to discuss and share their views and insights to the young and energetic talents on the coming 
opportunities and how to prepare for the next wave.

Continuous Investment in Infrastructure

There is a changing ecology of the industry. Among the tens-of-thousands of construction professionals in 
the industry, over half of them are the young generation under the age of 40. Young professionals are the 
future pillars of the industry and possess the greatest potential to drive the development of our society. 
There are also more female professionals joining the industry in the recent decade.

Together with the latest development and wider adoption of advanced technologies, these advantages are 
driving the industry to be more diverse and talent-driven, encouraging smarter and innovative ways in 
resolving issues.

Objectives of this Publication

The objectives of this publication are as follows:

1. To highlight the key attributes required by young construction professionals in uplifting their skill sets and 
embracing innovative thinking to grasp the upcoming opportunities and catch the next wave.

2. To capture the knowledge shared and insights from the speakers and participants at the Seminar.
3.  To encourage industry stakeholders, including top leaders and managements, to fully support the young 

generations to face the opportunities and challenges ahead.

per day
HK$630m

Total Annual
Construction Output

(2020-2021)

$230bn

Building two schools 
per day

of GDP
9%

in coming years
$300bn+

eqt. to

eqt. to
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Summary of the Seminar

1. Opportunities and Challenges

Opportunities Ahead
We are at the beginning of a new era for construction professionals. There will be immense opportunities for the 
construction industry in the coming two to three decades. A host of projects of different portfolios are in the pipeline:

In the 2021 Policy Address 
this year, the Chief Executive 
unveiled the Northern 
Metropolis development 
plan aiming to develop 
the northern part of Hong 
Kong with a total area of 
30,000 hectares to support 
a population of 2.5 million. 
The total area is equivalent 
to about four Hong Kong 
Islands. Another metropolis 
is the Harbour Metropolis, 
which includes the coming 
Kau Yi Chau Artificial Island 
in Central Waters, with an 
area of about 1,000 hectares 
supporting the third CBD, 
and homes of some 400,000 
to 700,000 people. These 
“Two Metropolises”, together 
with the concept of the “Two 
Development Axes” involving 
the Western Economic Corridor 
and Eastern Knowledge and 
Technology Corridor, form 
the development strategy of 
Hong Kong in year 2030 and 
beyond.

Tackling the Challenges
With opportunities comes challenges in respect of construction cost, productivity, 
quality, safety, and sustainability. To address these challenges, the Development 
Bureau is promoting greater industry transformation, building on the foundations 
of Construction 2.0 and the three pillars of “Innovation”, “Professionalisation” and 
“Revitalisation”.

and more...

Lantau 
Tomorrow
Vision

Public Housing Hospital 
Development

Lok Ma 
Chau Loop 
Development

Northern
Metropolis

Transport 
Infrastructure

Professionalisation Innovation Revitalisation

n to drive productivity and efficiency
n  to enhance project delivery outcomes

Hong Kong: 10 years and beyond

The presentations, insights and discussions at the Seminar are consolidated as follows:
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2. Catching the Next Wave

Act SMART and Think SMART
We must be open-minded to adopt changes. To tackle the challenges we face, we should embrace the new and 
innovative technologies available to enhance quality, improve safety and productivity in construction.

Embracing New Opportunities outside Hong Kong
There are many more opportunities outside Hong Kong. We should embrace the new opportunities brought by the 
development of the Greater Bay Area. We can learn from the “Infrastructure Master” by strengthening cooperation 
with our regional counterparts.

Digital Twins

BIM DWSS

IOT

MiC

Automation & Robotics

From left to right: Sr Emily Li, Ms Lilian Cheung, Ir Barry Sum, Mr Stephen Leung, Ir Michael Fong, Ir Ricky Lau,
Ir Ivy Kong, Ir Andy Wong, Mr Stanley Siu, Ms Michele Lui, Ms Catherine Li, and Mr Daniel Cheung
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World-Class Construction for Tomorrow
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Ir Michael Fong
Director of Civil Engineering and Development*

Civil Engineering and Development Department

Solution to Challenges Ahead
Acute shortage of land supply has been a deep-seated 
problem in Hong Kong over the past decade. At the same 
time, we are well aware of other internal challenges such as 
an imbalanced spatial distribution of homes and jobs; the society’s aspiration for a more spacious living environment; 
the strong demand for more elderly and healthcare facilities in light of the quickly ageing population; and the need of 
decanting space to speed up urban renewal against the backdrop of our ageing building stock. In addition, Hong Kong 
is subject to the impacts of global warming and climate change like other coastal cities, as well as keen global and 
regional economic competition.

In view of the aforementioned challenges, the Chief Executive announced in her Policy Address 2018 the Lantau 
Tomorrow Vision (the Vision) with a view to building a solid foundation for a sustainable future for Hong Kong. The 
Government’s vision for the development of Lantau covers the development areas at the artificial islands near Kau 
Yi Chau and Hei Ling Chau in the Central Waters, North Lantau as well as the coastal areas of Tuen Mun including 
the River Trade Terminal after re-planning and Lung Kwu Tan, to be supported by a new set of transport networks 
connecting various development areas. Embracing the principle of environmental protection and conservation, the 
Vision aims to instill hope among Hong Kong people for economic progress, improve people’s livelihood and meet their 
housing and career aspirations.

The Lantau Tomorrow Vision

Challenges

~1,000
hectares

150,000 to 260,000
housing units

Large quantity 
of old building 
stock

Growing and 
ageing population; 
shrinking labour 
force

Imbalanced spatial 
distribution of 
homes and jobs

Climate change

Keen global 
and regional 
competition;
our strategic 
positioning in 
the GBA

Insufficient 
land to meet 
long-term 
development 
needs

* Ir Fong was in the position of “Head of Sustainable Lantau Office of Civil Engineering and Development Department” on the event date
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Kau Yi Chau Artificial Islands – Planning Vision, Land Uses and Transport Networks
One of the key initiatives of the Vision is to form artificial islands in the Central Waters, which will be supported by a
comprehensive network of strategic roads and rails, to meet the long-term housing, economic and social
development needs of Hong Kong.

The Kau Yi Chau Artificial Islands (KYCAI) has a total reclaimed area of about 1,000 hectares. Capable of providing
150,000 to 260,000 housing units and supporting the development of the third Core Business District, KYCAI
will become a part of the expanded Harbour Metropolis supporting Hong Kong’s status as an international
financial centre.

KYCAI is planned to become a tomorrow metropolis which is metropolitan, liveable and future-ready by adopting an 
array of visionary planning and urban design concepts such as ‘enhanced open space provisions, urban forestry,
bio-diversity, and providing smart, green and resilient infrastructure’.

Conceptual Development & Strategic Transport Plan

Overall Planning Vision

Metropolitan 

KYCAI is envisioned to be an 
extension of the prosperous 
metropolitan area of
Hong Kong, raising its 
international competitiveness 
and regional significance.

Liveable 

KYCAI is envisioned to be 
accessible and well connected, 
meeting the needs and 
aspirations of the community, 
whilst being sensitive to the 
environment.

Future-ready  

KYCAI is envisioned to be an 
exemplar of urban innovation.  
It will be a smart, green and 
resilient city that embraces 
global and regional changes. 
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Mr Stephen Leung
Deputy Director (Development and Construction)

Housing Department

Public Housing
Beyond Dwellings

316,000 units 10 years
Key Figures
Up to 2021, there are over 180 public housing rental
estates under the Housing Authority (HA), with over
800,000 units providing homes for over two million
people in various parts of the territory.

n 公共租住屋邨
 Public Rental Housing (PRH) 

Estates
n 居者有其屋計劃（居屋）屋苑
 Home Ownership Scheme (HOS) 

Courts
n 綠表置居計劃（綠置居）屋苑
 Green Form Subsidised Home 

Ownership Scheme (GSH) Courts

Challenges
One of the biggest social challenges facing
Hong Kong in recent years has been the
shortage of housing supply to meet the
demand. This has placed many residents under
severe housing pressure. The HA helps address
this problem by building different types of
public housing for those who are inadequately
housed and those in financial need, while 
assuming a management role for such
public housing. As the current public housing
resources are insufficient, we are sparing no
effort in increasing the public housing supply.
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A key challenge is securing suitable land for housing. As announced in the 2020 Policy Address and the Long Term
Housing Strategy Annual Progress Report 2020, the Government has identified 330 hectares of land which is sufficient
for constructing 316,000 public housing units. This should more than satisfy the projected demand of 301,000 public
housing units in the next 10 years.

Despite the challenges in recent years, the HA has remained fully commited to ensuring quality public housing for the 
community. Each of these units was subject to detailed and rigorous design requirements and construction
standards. These efforts have been translated into a quality living environment for families in well-designed, built, 
managed and maintained homes. On the other hand, high demand for public housing has also incentivised us to 
accelerate the pace at which we find new sites, and design and construct new blocks. we have risen to the challenge 
of maintaining quality and standards of our public housing while working towards our goal of producing more public 
housing units for Hong Kong people.

Sustainable Design
Hung Fuk Estate

Preservation of Wildlife
Fai Ming Estate

Developed since 2013, the Zero Irrigation System (ZIS) is a pioneering system that reduces HA’s 
water consumption by reusing rainwater for irrigation. It works by combining three sub-systems: 
a rainwater harvesting system that collects and stores excess rainwater in retention boxes 
under the planting areas; a sustainable urban drainage system that reduces storm water runoff 
entering the urban sewer system; and a sub-soil irrigation system, a passive design system 
that takes the water in the retention boxes and delivers it to the vegetation growing above. 
Satisfactory performances were recorded in the pilot project at Hung Fuk Estate. Plants irrigated 
by ZIS remained in good condition, waterlogging did not occur, and no unpleasant odours were 
noted.

At Fai Ming Estate at Fanling, we appreciate and respect the natural symbiosis and ecological 
value of the site. In 2010, an ecological survey identified a watercourse, secondary woodlands 
and seasonally wet grassland with high ecological value, discovering 78 butterfly species in 
the area. During construction, regular monitoring was conducted to review the effectiveness of 
execution of mitigation measures. In 2020, the final monitoring results demonstrated that the 
butterfly communities had been fully restored to their 2014 levels in the Ecological Transition 
Zone.  

Conservation of Historic Building
Wah Ha Estate

Wah Ha Estate, located in Chai Wan industrial area, was built in 1959 as Chai Wan Factory 
Estate. It was converted from a Grade II Historic Building to provide 187 domestic flats in 2016. 
To tackle severe noise pollution, an inward looking layout was deployed with residential units 
facing a central courtyard and acoustic balconies facing external noise sources. A green lung with 
40% greenery coverage was created for the community. In promoting heritage conservation, we 
retained various character defining features that made this building architecturally significant, 
and displayed various industrial artifacts salvaged from the building.

The following projects demonstrate our initiatives for sustainable quality public housing and challenges that we faced 
during design and construction:

Anderson Quarry, a disused quarry in the East of Kowloon, was a major source of aggregates 
for construction in Hong Kong since the 1950s. With the concept of “Sustainable Community 
for Green and Healthy Living”, we turned part of this disused quarry into On Tai Estate, home 
for about 25,000 people. The green coverage was maximized to over 30%, with 80,000 plants. 
Drawing from past experiences of developing the urban fringe, we engaged the local community 
right from project inception to understand their needs and aspiration. Exhibition panels 
summarised the story and sustainable features of the design of On Tai Estate so that residents 
and visitors would appreciate a sustainable, green and healthy lifestyle.

Transformation from Barren Quarry to Green Oasis
On Tai Estate
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Ir Barry Sum
General Manager - New Territories (Projects)

MTR Corporation Limited

Smart and Sustainable Railways

The Government has requested the 
MTR Corporation to proceed with the 
detailed planning and design of the 
following projects under the Railway 
Development Strategy (RDS-2014). 
The projects are managed under two 
portfolios.

The New Territories Portfolio consists 
of the Tuen Mun South Extension 
(TME), a new station at Hung Shui 
Kiu (HSK) and the Northern Link 
(NOL). The Lantau Portfolio includes 
the Tung Chung Line Extension 
(TUE), Sui Ho Wan Station and 
depot development, and the Airport 
Railway Extended Overrun Tunnel 
(ARO).

Meanwhile, South Island Line 
(West), North Island Line and 
the East Kowloon Line proposals 
are under discussion with the 
Government. 

Future Railway Developments
In addition to the ongoing railway extension projects under RDS-2014, the Government has announced five potential 
new railway projects to support the new growth areas in Hong Kong and improve cross boundary connectivity.

6 railway lines ~35 kmRailway extension projects under the
Railway Development Strategy 2014

The MTR Corporation will continue to contribute to the development of Hong Kong by leveraging our expertise in 
railway development.

Northern Link 
Spur Line to New 
Huanggang Port in 
Shenzhen via Lok Ma 
Chau Loop

Northern Link 
Eastward Extension 
from Kwu Tung station 
towards Lo Wu and 
southwards to Fanling

Extension of East 
Rail Line to Luohu, 
Shenzhen, with new 
rail station between 
Lo Wu station and 
Sheung Shui station

Automated people 
mover system from 
Tsim Bei to Pak Nai

Hong Kong – 
Shenzhen Western 
Rail Link

RDS-2014
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Initiatives

Going Digital
Going digital is the way forward in the construction industry and railway construction is no exception. As a world 
leading railway builder and operator, the MTR Corporation embraces innovation to deliver projects with continuous 
improvement. The application of new technologies in railway construction opens ample opportunities for young 
engineering professionals to equip themselves for a sustainable and rewarding career ahead.

The number of railway development projects in the pipeline also poses significant challenges. To meet these 
challenges, we are embracing innovation and continuous improvement.

Key Challenges

n  Digital project management, use of common data 
environment for planning, cost management & 
inspections.

n  Digital engineering and digital on site to enhance 
efficiency and strengthen safety and quality.

n  Connecting with passengers by infusing local 
elements into station.

n  Aiming for BEAM Plus Gold or above for new stations.

The Corporation’s Capital Works Business Unit (CWBU) envisions its digital strategy to be embedded throughout
the project delivery cycle, from project management, planning and design, to on-site application. The CWBU’s goal is 
to play a leading role in the digitisation of Hong Kong’s construction industry.

Digital is already part of the way 
we deliver our projects, and we will 
continue to build and develop our digital 
solutions with our new projects.

Going digital also benefits different 
areas of railway development, such 
as sustainability and operation and 
maintenance of the railway. By adopting 
a digital model, we can realise synergies 
across the network, improve project 
delivery and enhance the sustainability 
of our railway.
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Vision & Overall Hospital Development
The Hospital Development Plan (HDP) is a long term, 
strategic investment in the future healthcare system of
Hong Kong to ensure world-class facilities could be 
provided to deliver cutting-edge care, for meeting the 
changing needs and rising demand in the 2020s and beyond. As one of the mega development plans in Hong Kong in 
the recent decade, more and more new challenges are envisaged.

Government’s Initiatives
Announced in 2016 policy address, the Government has set aside $200 billion for the implementation of a 10-year 
Hospital Development Plan (HDP). One new hospital and four new healthcare facilities buildings would be built in this 
decade. Apart from building new hospitals and improving existing ones, in 2017 the Government also announced the 
establishment of a new Chinese Medicine Hospital and a new Government Chinese Medicines Testing Institute, both of 
which are key facilities in the Chinese Medicine development plan for Hong Kong.

Establishment of Hospitals for the Northern 
Metropolis
The Government released the Northern Metropolis 
Development Strategy in 2021 Policy Address. 
Formulated on the basis of the Hong Kong 2030+: 
Towards a Planning Vision and Strategy Transcending 
2030, the Northern Metropolis covers a total land 
area of 30,000 hectares. The establishment of 
three major hospitals in Northern Metropolis would 
serve the 2.5 million population as the backbone 
healthcare infrastructure.

Ms Lilian Cheung
Project Director*

Architectural Services Department

Turning Challenges into Opportunities
An Innovative Journey towards World-class Care

30+ projects 15,000+ beds

1st 10-year Hospital Development Plan (HDP)

After the completion of the 1st 10-year HDP, there 
will be around 6,500 additional hospital bed spaces 
and around 90 additional operating theatres. An 
improvement in the annual capacity of the outpatient 
clinical service is also expected.

2nd 10-year Hospital Development Plan (HDP)

Announced in 2018 Policy Address, the Government 
initiated the planning of the 2nd 10-year Hospital 
Development Plan. The 2nd 10-year HDP will provide 
over 9,000 additional beds and other hospital 
facilities.

* Ms Cheung was in the position of “Chief Project Manager of Architectural Services Department” on the event date
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Challenges
The challenges we encountered in three of our current mega projects created an opportunity for us to utilise 
technology and innovation to tackle new problems.

The new acute block in Queen Mary Hospital (QMH) is situated on a steep 
and rocky slope within a very tight fitting site. Extensive rock excavation 
and slope stabilisation works were required to form the site. 

BIM was widely adopted for design and construction. The contractor 
combined drone surveying technique with BIM to visualise the actual slope 
profile and resolve potential clashes with the new block to improve design 
co-ordination. To facilitate communication with future maintenance agents, 
BIM walk-throughs were also provided for demonstration of adequate 
workspace for plant rooms, diverted slope drains, etc.

Upon redevelopment, Kwai Chung Hospital will be the first hybrid mode 
psychiatric hospital in Hong Kong, with inpatient service and a community 
care centre supporting the full range of holistic patient-centered care.

To maximise land use, the vision for the new hospital campus is to create 
an unprecedented multi-storey therapeutic village, focusing on providing 
a less restrictive, more relaxed and home-like environment to promote 
positive attitude among patients. Respect to patient privacy and dignity are 
key components of the new model of care.

Chinese Medicine Hospital (CMH) is the first hospital in Hong Kong to adopt 
MiC, capturing benefits such as shortening construction time, improving 
working environment, enhancing construction quality and reducing 
construction waste in the implementation of this project.

A well-planned and conducive MiC design has been carried out in advance 
to ensure the tenderers could come up with innovative MiC proposals 
within the tight tender period.

Optimisation of Land Use under Cramped and 
Difficult site conditions 

New Therapeutic Environment to meet the Changing Needs of
New Treatment Approach

Innovative MiC Proposals for Fast Delivery of the Hospital
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The Park
Hong Kong-Shenzhen Innovation and Technology Park
in Lok Ma Chau Loop is located at the junction of the
Eastern Knowledge and Technology Corridor, the
Northern Economic Belt and the Western Economic Corridor.
The total site area of Loop is 87.7 hectares. It will provide a total gross floor area of 1.2 million square metres, 
creating 50,000+ new job opportunities upon its full development.

Vision
The vision of the park is to become the world’s knowledge hub and I&T centre. By converging local, Mainland 
and overseas enterprises such as R&D and higher education institutions, we can connect research to the market 
and enhance collaboration between the research sector and industry. High value-added processes including R&D, 
prototyping, product design and testing can be performed within the park.

Programme
A Master Planning Study has been conducted. The Park will be developed in two phases, each in three batches, 
and a total of 67 buildings will be built. The first phase involves the development of the western part of the Loop, 
with an estimated GFA of about 540,000 square meters and a total of 31 buildings; the second phase concerns the 
development of the eastern part of the Loop, with an estimated GFA of about 660,000 square meters and a total 
of 36 buildings. In February 2021, the Government funding of $17.258 billion (MOD prices) has been sought for 
development of Batch 1 which comprises eight buildings with wet laboratories, offices / dry laboratories, InnoCell and 
higher education, commercial and ancillary facilities. Our target is to complete the Batch 1 buildings in phases starting 
from 2024 to 2027.

Sr Emily Li
Head of Project Development

Hong Kong-Shenzhen Innovation and Technology Park Limited

Hong Kong-Shenzhen
Innovation and Technology Park
Pioneering into a New Dimension

88
hectares

50,000+
job opportunities

LMC Loop 
I&T Park
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Challenges

Smart Infrastructure
Surrounded by conservation zones and located in an undeveloped area, the Park currently has no road connections, 
sewerage or power supply facilities. This blank canvas allows for the adoption of a holistic future-ready vision. A series 
of intelligent and environmentally friendly design and facilities will be adopted such as the following.

Note: The above concept plan for design is for 
illustration only and is subject to detailed design

District cooling 
system

Automatic 
refuse 

collection 
system

Robotic 
parking 
system

Common 
utilities 

enclosures

Integrated 
basement

Digitalisation
The development of the Park will be staged to cater for the different timing of the provision of land and funding. A 
new approach to planning, design and construction should be used to accomplish these important and complicated 
tasks. Therefore, before starting the building design, it is imperative to conduct a series of in-depth technical studies 
on the park-wide systems and provisions to ensure that the batches of development can be designed, constructed and 
operated on its own as well as in an integrated manner.

A cloud-based Integrated 
Geographical and Building 
Information Platform (IGBIP) has 
been established for linking up 
planning, design and construction 
data. Information will be updated 
and stored in the platform 
providing us with capabilities for 
management, display, collaboration 
and analysis of multiple BIM models 
and geographical information from 
planning to operation.
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Future Ready
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We have seen from the speakers the breadth and scope of the capital works projects planned for Hong Kong. These 
initiatives are truly monumental, forecast to reach a peak spend of $300 billion per year in the next few years. 
With such major investment across public housing, hospitals, new development areas, commercial development, 
technology and transportation, there will be significant opportunities for young professionals to embrace new 
approaches to project set-up and delivery and contribute to the future success of Hong Kong.

Mr Daniel Cheung
Director - Strategic Lead, South China and

Head of Infrastructure, Northeast Asia
Turner & Townsend

Moderator for the Young Construction Professionals Seminar

Improving project delivery

There are significant challenges and now is the time to get ready to deliver these future projects. Projects 
and stakeholders are striving to achieve ever-more ambitious environment objectives against a backdrop 
of an economy and society impacted by COVID-19. Large-scale supply chain challenges drive the need to 
modernise seeking better performance and productivity through digital transformation. All of this adds to 
the general expectation to deliver significantly complex projects on time and on budget in line with public 
expectations.

Getting the basics right

Due to the number of different elements involved, major projects are inherently complex. A solid foundation 
built upon clear definition of intended outcomes and objectives makes it far more likely that a project will 
become successful. This involves making sure people understand their roles but also an awareness of the 
different responsibilities of others. Clear communication channels are key. Reporting structures must permit 
open and timely awareness and dialogue around project critical issues, including raising of red flags at a 
time when they can be managed without jeopardising the project as a whole.

Window for success

Delivery of these major Government initiatives needs to draw from world-class best practice, establishing 
clear frameworks for delivery with a focus on the basics, whilst enabling technology to drive efficiencies and 
integration to get the most out of the supply chain. At the same time, clarity of the pipeline of works may 
be provided so the supply chain can invest and innovate to meet the goals of our industry. 

Timing is everything

Greater alignment with the supply chain is needed. The time is now to take a greener, collaborative 
approach in order to drive efficiency, value for money and integration across the board.  
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Digital skills for managing and integrating real-time project and programme data are 
required from construction professionals to provide full visibility of delivery performance. 
Productivity may be improved by using BIM and integration with MiC.

Setting up of major projects right from the outset increases the chances of success. It is imperative that the right 
amount of focus is given, at the right time, to the setup and management of key stress areas before delivery begins 
in earnest. The diagram below outlines the key phases for the set-up of an integrated project delivery strategy.

Skills are vital to a successful delivery
Our industry needs to have a workforce that can not only deliver current major projects but must also be prepared for 
future demands. The skills required from construction professionals to deliver major projects are evolving. Key skills 
to future success include:

Many new ways of working are being adopted in the delivery of our projects in Hong Kong. Our young professionals 
are in a unique position to further this advancement and shape the change needed in our industry to meet the 
challenges ahead. The following speakers will discuss how young construction professionals can utilise their energy, 
drive, skills and creativity to make a difference to the future success of Hong Kong.

Digital programme 
delivery

Collaboration

Achieving
net zero targets

Open mindset

Major projects are a mix of smart systems and smart people. Collaboration skills are 
key to obtaining a clear understanding of people’s roles, the supply chain and how 
they interface with other aspects of the project. Successful projects require breaking 
down silos working together with complementary resources, within a well-defined and 
transparent objective framework.

Buildings and their construction together account for 36% of global energy use and
39% of energy-related carbon dioxide emissions annually. Understanding the
value-engineering of carbon in the built environment context is key to achieving our
net zero ambitions.

Greater supply chain integration with the Greater Bay Area will help us meet the demand 
of the increased need for DfMA and MiC to meet our challenges. Wider use of digital 
technologies will enable increased collaboration with the technology and manufacturing 
capabilities that reside in the Greater Bay Area whilst ensuring high quality.
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Catching the Next Wave
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The future is full of uncertainty - this is the only certain thing. Such uncertainty has accelerated as we have witnessed 
in the past year. With the rate of change increasing, it presents unprecedented opportunities for young construction 
professionals to engage in a discovery process to find new ideas and answers, like the ambitious world-class 
development that is planned for Hong Kong.

To prepare for the next wave ahead, we, as young professionals, should also accelerate ourselves.

Ir Ivy Kong
Chief Executive Officer, Asia

WSP (Asia) Limited

It’s Time to Accelerate

“Ask first,
what does a career

mean to you?”

Our action is driven by our spirit inside. In front of these huge opportunities, the first thing we need to prepare is our 
heart. To accelerate our passion, we need to first ask ‘what does a career mean to you?’.

You may be passionate about creating things and resolving problems. Being a professional in the construction industry 
provides the opportunity to use your talent and strength to build something meaningful and make a difference. Even 
though there may be a lot of sweat, and tears – and overtime, grab opportunities whenever they come. Contribute to 
the solutions to better our built environment, to build community, to build relationships and enable people.

To make your career meaningful, you also need to keep learning, refresh yourselves to develop strengths and 
overcome weaknesses. To accelerate our passion, we also need to refresh our focus and to prepare ourselves.

Accelerate passion
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From digital transformation to climate change, we know our future world will be very different from the one we 
experience today in many years. Young professionals need to be agile and responsive to these changes. Indeed, 
it is not just about agility, we need to accelerate our ability to think and understand the future more clearly by 
anticipating key trends in climate, technology, resources and society. This calibre of agility is particularly relevant to 
young professionals as it is the characteristics of the young generations – being always ready for swift response upon 
changes.

But how? First, we must build on the work of our predecessors but also to challenge traditional thinking. By constantly 
rethinking our perspectives and approaches, we can appreciate what we have achieved while exploring new, 
innovative and holistic solutions for the uncertainty ahead.

Of course, we cannot just stick with empty talks – we need to act. We have learnt about initiatives that enhance our 
environments and liveability, which respond to climate changes or improve our quality of works. Young professionals 
should get involved in these initiatives through engaging their passion, strengths and agility. These are meaningful 
actions.

For leaders like us, it is important to bring out the best from young professionals and empower them to be leaders. 
They are the ones who can transform traditional skills into new venture, who can shape our world towards a smarter, 
more sustainable and better tomorrow.

It’s the time to accelerate – our passion, our agility and our action. As a professional, we are here to take action and 
equip ourselves, open up our eyes to observe and understand what’s happening around. We can thus better fulfil our 
purpose of preparing our Future Ready communities and environment.

Be Future Ready
Climate
Our projects, infrastructures 
and communities will be 
climate-proofed for flooding, 
rising sea levels and more 
disruptive storms.

Society
We foresee social changes 
to plan creatively for the 
way we move around, our 
diverse communities and our 
infrastructure, focusing on our 
health and wellbeing.

Technology
In the big data era, we harness 
digital and technological 
advancement to transform 
systems of different industries 
and the future of our smart 
cities.

Resources
By changing our thinking on 
how we produce what we need, 
we can create an economy that 
allows us to do so much more, 
with less.

Accelerate agility

Accelerate action
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Our industry is still too traditional in this digital era
Our industry has entered another golden era. Dabbling in the use of digital technologies will not be enough to meet 
the demands created by the gigantic volume of work ahead, particularly in terms of productivity gains, quality 
enhancements or safety improvements, not to mention the rising challenges due to a lack of manpower from the 
younger generation. Our industry needs a major transformation to tackle the challenges ahead. The following mindset 
changes are instrumental to the process.

The 8 mindset changes

Ir Andy Wong
Head of Digital G

Gammon Construction Limited

Disrupting Traditional Practices

“We will be expected to manage
cross disciplinary people or with new skills

(which don’t even exist today)”

Changing 2D drawings into 3D BIM models or 
converting a paper form into an electronic format - 
i.e. digitisation - brings little value to complicated 
construction processes. Digitalisation, through the 
use of various digital technologies that change or 
compress a complete workflow, is the direction in 
which we should be heading. In Gammon’s Science 
Park Advanced Manufacturing Centre project, a BIM-
based collaboration tool was used to bring together 
everyone involved in a very critical lifting operation -  
including the planning and safety teams and frontline 
operators - to perform virtual rehearsals and risk 
assessments. The ultimate output was a pictorial 
method statement, ensuring safety when the real 
works were carried out.

With more ‘dimensions’ (i.e. 4,5,6,7…D BIM) of 
project data and information being fed to the model, 
BIM has become a common environment in which 
all stakeholders along whole project life cycles 
can effectively communicate and collaborate. In 
Gammon’s Airport Terminal 2 project, BIM minimises 
paperwork and emails while facilitating coordination 
and rapid resolution of issues for very complicated 
designs.

1. BIM is not just a 3D model 2. To digitalise, not to digitise
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Innovation/digital applications in projects should 
not be treated as a tick-box exercise or as individual 
elements. Technologies can be integrated to bring 
greater value. Some projects in Hong Kong have 
started to use embedded sensors to monitor 
concrete strength in real time instead of wasting 
time waiting for cube test results. New initiatives 
have also been developed to integrate concrete 
sensor data with DWSS concrete delivery records to 
produce a complete digital quality assurance system.

AI can be used to help site teams to automatically 
track progress. Gammon projects also use AI 
machine learning to help its concrete batching plants 
optimise the use of ice for temperature control. This 
brings not only cost but also environment, social and 
governance (ESG) benefits.

3. Innovation is not just a technology shopping  
    list

4. There are far more engineering applications 
of artificial intelligence (AI) than we think

5. Always think about automation

6. Data-driven decision-making brings us         
    efficiency

7. Carbon will always be in the equation

8. The future is talent driven

When greater levels of MiC and MiMEP are adopted 
in projects, activities become more standardised. 
The next consideration is using automation to 
drastically shorten the duration needed to design, 
plan, coordinate and fabricate. Examples include 
RevitAPI which automatically generates openings 
in walls and is proven to be effective in squeezing 
planning processes in Gammon projects.

As the amount of data collected from projects 
increases, it is important to ensure they are 
efficiently, safely and cost-effectively managed and 
stored. A centralised platform such as the IDPD 
wheel adopted in Gammon contains all manner of 
data from all areas of the business, including safety, 
environment, finance etc. This brings efficiency 
through data-driven decision-making.

Carbon is not merely about sustainability and ESG. 
Measuring carbon will bring us the rigour to optimize 
material use, resources, logistics, methods etc.

The organisation charts of future projects will be 
very different from today. They will include not only 
engineers and quantity surveyors, but also GIS 
experts, game engineers, IT system analysts, data 
scientists etc. The right mix of traditional and digital 
talent in the industry is crucial for successful delivery 
of future projects. In addition, young people like 
fun and immediate interactions at work, therefore 
the office workspace should be designed to be more 
collaborative and dynamic.
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In this convenience-seeking and fast-paced world, very often we skip the meticulous solutions and overlook
cross-discipline solutions. As young professionals working in the built environment, we need to be agile, collaborate 
and learn from people from all disciplines.

Developing the Niche
Architecture is not merely the physical establishment of things; it could involve the breakthroughs of constraints of 
conventional architectural concepts and incorporation of artistic ideas and novelty to design. Visualising and even 
instilling clients’ aspirations and beliefs to architectural design, interior design, curation, exhibition articulation, 
installation creation, artworks and community development are never impossible.

Fabrication in reality depends on a number of factors which often pose great challenges to artists, in particular a 
limited fabricated time in order to meet the opening of events. In exploring the niche in the market, we have learnt 
that research is indispensable to design and could provide cost-effective and time-effective solutions.

Rising Moon, the award-winning pavilion for Lantern Wonderland 2013 in Victoria Park, faced hectic timeline in 
fabrication as well. The research effort has shown that building a modular system, which involved grouping the water 
bottles in numerous triangular units and planning the fabrication ahead, would expedite assemblance process on-
site. Research has become the initial step and the niche of our design onwards. Furthermore, the assembly of units 
requires mindful consideration and execution to render the seamless joints.

Mr Stanley Siu
Founder & Principal

Daydreamers Design

Where the Dream Begins

“We often have ideas;
to visualise and 
capture them is 

another thing; to 
execute them in a way 

others understand 
and resonate are the 

most challenging, but 
never impossible if 

you dare to break the 
constraints.”
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Expeditions to Foreign Lands
Setting foot to foreign lands is a way to prove the developing niche and test our limit. Apart from exploring 
collaborations with regions like Australia, China, Italy, Macau and Malaysia, United Arab Emirates invited design 
inspirations incorporating and reinterpreting the Islamic culture. In addition to cultural research which gave us an idea 
that the standing mosques reflect the cornerstones of architectural history given its religious significance, cultural 
symbol was centred given its geographical and linguistic difference with us.

Arches in mosque, which signify a portal for letting go of attachments upon entrance to mosque, were chosen 
and arranged in an array to traverse the visitors through time. Similar rationale was used in the current China 
International Import Expo pavilion where the silhouette of which traced the outline of dragon boat ridge in Cantonese 
opera performance using faux bamboo metal which gave visitors an immersive experience of the worlds of virtuality 
and reality.

Advancing the Dreams
Years of explorations and mingling with cultural symbols by various means of arts and design have illustrated 
the possibility in rendering conceptual and impressionist elements to concrete art piece. In this light, design can 
potentially translate intangible elements to convey its underlying meaning, just as the revamp project of Intangible 
Cultural Heritage Office at Sam Tung Uk Museum did. The project, apart from requiring strenuous research efforts to 
select and present intangible cultural items, place immense constraints in design and construction given its declared 
monument’s status.

At the end, the intangible craftsmanship technique was visualised through sounds and presented by freezing the 
making processes in stages, while several extra lengths were adopted to avoid distorting the exhibition interior.  
Though a new wave of challenges arises from the pandemic which heavily relies on off-site communication and 
fabrication, challenges could be considered as opportunities should you see it from another lens.  
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“Plan Well, Work Smart”
The integration of Building Information Modeling (BIM) and Design for Manufacture and Assembly (DfMA) can unlock 
efficiency in the whole building life cycle from design, construction to handover stages.

In the InnoCell project, digital applications including Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR) were used to 
facilitate construction safety training and architectural visual rendering. Further, we used drone scanning combined 
with Geographic Information System (GIS) to simulate the delivery of the modular units, so we could understand any 
constraints with site assembly. 3D printing, 4D simulation and 5D BIM payment were used for better visualisation of 
works; robotic aids and digital work supervision system (DWSS) to centralise progress records, as well as 360-degree 
camera images and sensors for position locating.

Full integration of BIM provided building information for the construction and operation teams. It allowed all parties 
to clearly identify areas of concern in advance, manage foreseeable risks and make necessary adjustments creating 
a higher degree of buildability. The facility management team can quickly identify faulty parts for replacement, 
shortening the building operation downtime.

Ms Michele Lui
Manager (Business Development)*

Hip Hing Construction Company Limited

Innovation in Action

“MiC stands 
for ‘Meeting 

the Impossible 
Challenges”

Innovation needs to be practical and make a ‘real’ difference to the way we build. Whether it is by creating efficiencies
during design and construction or making construction sites safer, practical adoption of technology can improve
performance and ensure we keep pace and address our challenges. Some key findings from the successful delivery of
InnoCell project are detailed below.

Evolving from Fragmentation towards Integration
InnoCell is the first Modular Integrated Construction (MiC) high-rise residential building completed in Hong Kong. It 
provides tertiary and smart living spaces to overseas tenants working in the Science Park. In total 418 MiC modules 
is assembled for the 17-storey InnoCell building, which was completed within merely 71 days. On a typical floor with 
30 modules, a two-day floor cycle installation record was accomplished. The project has demonstrated the benefits of 
transforming from a site-based, multi-trade construction approach to a industrialised construction approach.

* Ms Lui was in the position of “Project Manager” of Hip Hing Construction Company Limited on the event date

InnoCell: A Demonstrated Success
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Source: InnoCell

Safe Work Culture
In InnoCell, a bottom up concept “Design for Safety” was adopted prior to the mass fabrication of the MiC modules. 
This allowed for the provisioning of fixtures for temporary fences and fall arrestors, making on site assembly safer. By 
including safety provisions in the off-site assembly, on-site assembly risks are greatly reduced as connections for fall 
protection systems are already in place and do not need to be installed on site, which is a high risk activity.

Be Innovative. Led by the Young Generations.
With youth comes innovation. The average age in the Innocell project was below 35. This provided fertile ground for 
innovative ideas to thrive. The young project team of consultants and contractors adopted the latest innovations. 
For instance, in order to streamline the inspection reports, a cloud-based supervision system was commissioned. 
Staff located at the MiC factory in China would conduct quality checks and record via the system, while review and 
comment could be given by the Hong Kong team simultaneously. With greater adoption of digital and smart devices, 
difficulties that occur at the factory can be addressed promptly. Cross border and off-site management becomes much 
easier.

Fast track, no shortcut
Besides acquiring technical competency, young professionals should also enhance their communication and soft skills. 
By expanding social networks within the industry, young professionals can contribute their ideas and solutions.

By participation in professional bodies, social service groups and sharing experiences though university alumni or 
at secondary schools, the future of our industry can learn and become aware of the great career that lies ahead for 
them.

The Future Ahead
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Ms Catherine Li
Chief Executive Officer, Asia*

Atkins

The Future is Now

Hong Kong makes Catherine proud
Hong Kong is an engineering marvel with unique geology, which presents some of the most complex projects 
environments in the world. With Asia’s largest population and the fastest growth rate of urbanisation, Hong Kong 
is well placed in the region to capitalise on the unique opportunities of the Greater Bay Area. Hong Kong is pushing 
ahead with an infrastructure ambition that will provide many exciting opportunities for young engineering and 
construction professionals.

Hong Kong’s future – the opportunities are vast
The Chief Executive’s 2021 Policy Address announced that the Government will continue to invest in infrastructure 
to enhance Hong Kong’s competitiveness and expected the annual capital expenditure to exceed $100 billion in the 
coming years. A series of initiatives will be implemented to stress the efforts for the development of The Northern 
Metropolis and to pursue further integration within the Greater Bay Area. 

In light of this, these exciting prospects will increase opportunities for our young construction professionals to explore 
various new career options and develop their skills in this sector.

The GBA - A world-class bay area in the decades to come

“The Greater Bay Area is the biggest Bay Area in terms of population 
and GDP by 2030 giving us more opportunities to excel.”

* Ms Li was in the position of “Chief Executive Officer, Asia “ on the event date

Source:
1. Data from the HKSAR Government as of April 2019
2. ‘Research on The Development and Planning of GD-HK-Macao Greater Bay Area City Cluster’, by China Center for International Economic Exchanges
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Mega trends as drivers for change
1. Digital – Digital changes everything we do while technology can help us move faster than ever
We embrace digital and transforming the way we work with the global teams and design centres. We collaborate 
together in the meta verse on global projects from power stations in the UK, mega towers in the Middle East, major 
sports events in Singapore to railway stations in Hong Kong. We design, construct and operate global assets in the 
real world and the virtual world using Digital Twins.

2. Net Zero – We are at the forefront of the drive to reach net zero
We are at the forefront of the drive to reach net zero. Our own progressive net zero plan sets out how we will reach 
our goal of achieving net zero carbon emissions for corporate activities by 2030. But we recognise that our work for 
our clients will have a far wider influence on the global journey to net zero. Our teams are working around the world, 
including here in Asia. Helping our clients meet the challenge through innovations such as our Carbon Knowledge base 
tool and our Decarbonomics services to drive down their carbon emissions, manage climate risk and build resilience 
for a better future.

You are our future and the future is now!
Young engineers and professionals, join me to engineer a better future for our planet and its people!

Development Capacity Cross-Boundary Travel Proactive Conservation

Urban-Rural IntegrationSilicon ValleyEco-recreation Outlets

An exciting
new vision
- Northern 
Metropolis
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Highlights from the seminar
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